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Memento 
To evoke unique memories

The chief guest was honoured with a memento - beautifully 
gift-wrapped. After the function was over, he was seen struggling hard 
to shove it into his brief case. No success; he carried the unwieldy piece 
home in his hand. 

In many organizations, the selection of mementos is not done with 
due care and it is relegated to some person with just an instruction to buy 
a memento within a budget. Within his limitations, he may not be able 
to visualise the scenario in totality - right from its purchase, packaging 
and ease of handling by the recipient. In fact, a well thought out strategy 
for the choice of the memento is to be drawn up at a higher level, even 
though it may appear trivial. What is needed is a careful thinking by 
the organisers - not just picking up something within the budget from 
any shop. The utility of the item and its ease of handling without any 
hassle need to be considered with all the seriousness it deserves. Regular 
speakers may already be having a large collection of costly mementos, 
received over the years, occupying prime space in the racks of drawing 
rooms. How many of them evoke any unique memory of the event  
associated with it, is in question. Often, in due course, they are given 
away to scrap dealers. An innovative approach noticed now is a new 
form of memento - such as a pack of dry fruits, nuts or spices in a 
cute container. Though it may not serve the purpose of a conventional  
memento, it definitely has better utility. 

A memento, given always with the best of intentions by the organizers, 
should serve to remind the recipient of a great event or person. Then, 
back home, they become worthwhile additions to the showcase. But in 

many cases, this does not happen either from an artistic 
or utility point of view, leave alone the difficulties 
encountered in carrying them without damage.

Could we think of mementos that combine art, 
utility and convenience? Then they will occupy  

pride of place in recipient’s office or home.
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Nature Line

Cacao
The Tree of  Chocolate

The origin of chocolate can be traced to the Mokaya and other pre-Ol-
mec people, with evidence of cocoa beverages being made from the fermen-
ted, roasted, and ground beans of the pods of the Theobroma cacao tree, 
dating back to 1900 BC. The Maya and the Aztec people, mixed ground ca-
cao (also called cocoa) seeds with water, chilly peppers, cornmeal, and other 
ingredients, to make a frothy, spicy chocolate drink. Sometimes cocoa was 
prepared not as a beverage, but as a porridge adding cereals, chilli powder, 
etc. Chocolate played a special role in both Mayan and Aztec cultures. Priests 
presented cocoa beans as offerings to the gods and served cocoa drinks du-
ring sacred ceremonies. Chocolate is a delicacy that is made of powdered co-
coa beans with different ingredients added. The ancient cultures of Mexico 
and Central America were the first to have made chocolate. 

The Aztecs attribute the creation of the cocoa plant to their god, who 
descended from heaven on a beam of a morning star carrying a cocoa tree 
stolen from paradise and planted it in the rain forest. The Maya and their 
ancestors in Mesoamerica took the tree from the rainforest and grew it in 
their own backyards, where they harvested, fermented, roasted, and ground 
the seeds into a paste.



In both the Mayan and Aztec cultures cocoa is the basis for a thick, cold, 
unsweetened drink called xocoatl, believed to be a health elixir. To the Ma-
yas, cocoa pods symbolized life and fertility. The cocoa pod was often rep-
resented in religious rituals, and their literature refers to cocoa as the god’s 
food.

The origins of the word "chocolate" probably comes from the Classical 
Nahuatl word xocolātl, meaning "bitter water", made up from the words 
"xococ" meaning "sour" or "bitter", and "atl" meaning "water" or "drink".

The Aztec empire used cocoa seeds as a form of money for paying tax and 
in trade. Columbus was the first European to discover cocoa beans being 
used as a form of money, and to make a drink, as in the Aztec culture. Ac-
cording to records, a slave was bought for 100 cocoa beans, 10 cocoa beans 
could buy the services of a lady assistant, and 4 cocoa beans gets you a rabbit 
for dinner. 
Use as Food

In 1528, chocolate arrived in Spain. It was discovered that if this bitter 
beverage were to be blended with sugar, it could become quite a delicacy. 
The Spaniards mixed the beans with sugar, vanilla, nutmeg, cloves, allspice 
and cinnamon. The results were tantalizing. Spain managed to keep the se-
cret of chocolate from the rest of the world for almost one hundred years. 
The drink’s popularity then spread throughout Europe. Since then, new 
technologies and innovations have changed the texture and taste of choco-
late, but it still remains one of the world’s favorite flavors.

For hundreds of years, the chocolate making process remained unch-
anged. In the 18th century, mechanical mills were set up that squeezed out 
cocoa butter, which in turn helped to create hard, durable chocolate. Not 
long after the industrial revolution, companies began advertising this new 
invention to sell many of the chocolate treats seen today worldwide.

The Europeans sweetened and lightened the drink by adding sugar and 
milk. They used chocolate for making sweets and desserts. In the 19th cen-
tury, Briton John Cadbury developed an emulsification process to make so-
lid chocolate, creating the modern chocolate bar.

In 1839, a German company produced the world's first milk chocolate. 
Eversince, companies in England, Spain, France, Switzerland and other Eu-
ropean countries developed different kinds of chocolate products for wide-
spread consumption. Now, Germany consumes the most per head, followed 
by the United States, France and Great Britain.

In World War II, the US Government recognized chocolate's role in 
the Allied Armed Forces as a food which would give many weary soldiers 
strength. Today, the US Army D-rations include three 4-ounce chocolate 
bars. Chocolate has even been taken into space as part of the diet of US 
astronauts.
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Health Benefits
Chocolate contains many of the health benefits of dark vegetables. These 

benefits are from flavonoids, especially a type of flavanoid that is found only 
in cocoa and chocolate, acting as antioxidants which protect the body from 
aging caused by free radicals that can cause damage leading to heart dis-
ease. Dark chocolate contains a large number of antioxidants (nearly 8 times 
the number found in strawberries). Flavonoids also help relax hypertension 
through the production of nitric oxide, and balance certain hormones in the 
body. The fats in chocolate are oleic acid, stearic acid and palmitic acid, each 
in one-third proportion. Oleic Acid is a healthy monounsaturated fat that 
is also found in olive oil. Stearic Acid is a saturated fat but one which has 
a neutral effect on cholesterol. But Palmitic Acid, a saturated fat, may raise 
cholesterol and heart disease risk. Cocoa is higher in magnesium compared 
to many other food items. Magnesium is an important mineral that helps 
in the regulation of the digestive, neurological, and cardiovascular systems.

Dark chocolate has also been shown to reduce LDL cholesterol (the bad 
cholesterol) by up to 10 percent. It stimulates endorphin production, which 
gives a feeling of pleasure. It contains serotonin, which acts as an anti-de-
pressant. It contains theobromine, caffeine and other substances which are 
stimulants. Chocolate also stimulates endorphin production, which creates 
feelings of happiness and pleasure. In fact, one study found that melting 
chocolate in the mouth produced feelings of pleasure.

Studies have shown that the antioxidants in cocoa help in sweeping 
plaque out of the arteries. The more the chocolate is processed, the fewer 
health benefits remain in the finished product. This is why raw cocoa prod-
ucts have become so popular. However, many health benefits remain in 
non-raw dark chocolate, provided there aren't too many added unhealthful 
ingredients like high fructose corn syrup.

Several studies have found chocolate as a cancer-fighting food along with 
foods like red wine, blueberries, garlic, and tea. Chocolate inhibits cell divi-
sion and reduces inflammation. Research has found that the theobromine in 
chocolate prevents tooth decay by eliminating streptococcus mutans, a type of 
bacteria found in the oral cavity that contributes to tooth decay. 

Scientists at Wayne State University in the U.S. found that small amounts 
of dark chocolate may contribute to health as does exercise. The researchers 
discovered that epicatechin, a compound found in chocolate, appeared to 
stimulate the same muscle response as vigorous exercise activity. Aerobic 
exercise, such as running or cycling, is known to increase the number of 
mitochondria producing energy which is used by the muscle cells. Epicate-
chin in chocolate seems to bring about the same response, particularly in the 
heart and skeletal muscles.
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Many studies have shown that dark chocolate is good for the brain. Re-
searchers at Johns Hopkins University found that it can protect the brain 
after a stroke by shielding the nerve cells from further damage. The chemical 
epicatechin found in dark chocolate has also been found to improve mem-
ory. 

One Dutch study found that those who consumed large amounts of 
chocolate lived longer and had lower overall disease rates. A Harvard study 
on the Kuna tribe of Panama which consumed large amounts of raw cocoa 
every day resulted in similar findings. The study found them to have lower 
overall disease rates and longer life expectancy than neighboring tribes who 
did not consume as much raw cocoa. Many ascribed the longevity of Jeanne 
Louise Calment, the world's longest-lived person, who lived upto 122 years, 
in part to her consumption of 2.5 pounds of dark chocolate a week. 

Although cocoa is originally from the Americas, today Western Africa 
produces almost two-thirds of the world's cocoa.

[CGS]

Poor nutrition causes nearly half the deaths in children under the age of 
five. 3.1 million children die every year. 165 million children grow with-
out reaching full potential. Anaemia and malnutrition are the main rea-
sons for this. Recent deaths of children and mothers in the tribal areas in 
India were mainly due to this.

Good nutrition is a basic component and right of children. It is of 
prime importance in the attainment of normal growth and development 
and maintenance of health throughout life. 

During 1960s and 1970s great deal of interest was taken in the di-
etary fats in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis and coronary artery disease 
(CAD). 

Clinical importance of nutrition is gaining momentum; its association 
with infection, physical development, relation to paediatric endocrinology, 
mental and physical changes are some examples. Effects of malnutrition 
on the community are direct and indirect. Direct effects are marasmus, 
kwarshiorkar, vitamin A deficiency, anaemia, pellagra, goiter and rickets. 
Indirect effects are lowered vitality, arrested growth, high infant mortality, 
neo-natal stillbirths, low birth weights, high sickness rates and lower life ex-
pectancy. Malnutrition predisposes to tuberculosis, mental retardation etc.

Nutrition
Backbone of  a Healthy Society

Health Line
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Over-nutrition leads to obesity, increased mortality rates, hyperten-
sion, cardiovascular and renal diseases, disorders of liver, gall bladder and 
diabetes.

Food is a composite mixture of various substances which may vary 
from a fraction of a gram to hundreds of grams in some items. Nutrition 
which signifies a dynamic process in which the food that is consumed 
is utilized for nourishing the body. The word is derived from “nutricus”, 
means suckle the breast.

In developed countries excess food is available and the commonest 
problem is obesity. In developing countries lack of food and poor usage of 
the available food, results in Protein Energy Malnutrition (PEM). Diet and 
disease are interrelated. Excess of animal fat results in diabetes and IHD. 
Numerous carcinogens are added as preservatives knowingly or unknow-
ingly in packed foods. Preserved foods contain lot of sugar in some items 
and low fibre content. WHO has prescribed Reference Nutrition Intake 
(RNI). RNI is good for all practical needs of healthy people. This can be 
calculated depending upon their character and individuals. Estimated av-
erage requirements (EAR) will be adequate, considering the ethnic status, 
country from where they come and sex. Carbohydrates, proteins and fats 
lead in the generation of energy.
Energy Balance

Energy balance is the difference between energy intake and energy 
expenditure. Energy intake is estimated from dietary intake and energy 
expenditure is the sum of
(a) Basal Metabolic rate (BMR)
(b) Thermal effect of food taken
(c) Occupational activities
(d) Non- occupational activities 

In developing countries, carbohy-
drate may be more than 75% of total 
energy source and fat gives less than 
15% of total energy. Requirements 
of energy vary with growing period, 
pregnancy and lactation, injuries and 
infections. 
An Ideal and Healthy Diet:
(one cup - 150 ml, tbsp - 15 g, tsp - 5g.)
6 to 7am Tea/ coffee in skimmed milk + half tsp sugar
8 to 9 am Idly/ dosa/ Appam (medium size) 2 Nos,.Kadala curry/ Sambar
10 am Oats/Ragi/Navadhanyam in skimmed milk + half tsp sugar, 

one portion of fruit

Normal composition of a  
70 kg (subject to age and sex) person

Kg. % body wt.

Water 42 60
Fat 13 18
Protein 11 16
Carbohydrate 0.5 0.7
Minerals 3.5 5.2
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Solar Cell Cost
Stranglehold of  Platinum under Threat?

Platinum is a key ingredient when manufacturing solar cells. Though 
it is used in minute quantities only, its high cost - over $1,500 per ounce 
- is standing in the way of bringing down the cost of solar PV panels.

Now researchers led by Prof. Yun Hang Hu of Michigan Techno-
logical University of U.S. have found that it's possible to use a 3D 
graphene structure as a cheaper and more conductive alternative to 
platinum. They synthesized 3D graphene by combining lithium oxide 
and carbon monoxide that structures it into a honeycomb, making it a 
highly conductive material suitable for replacing the platinum electrode 
in die-sensitized solar cells.

Probably, this approach may help to oust expensive platinum from 
solar cell manufacturing field and usher in 3D graphene to the relief of 
renewable energy professionals looking for ways to reduce the cost of 
solar PV cells.

[For details: http://www.mtu.edu, www.mining.com]

1 to 2 pm Rice ⅓ cup/chappathi 2 Nos, Vegetables one and half cups, 
fish 100g

4 pm Tea/coffee in skimmed milk + ½ tsp sugar
7 pm Oats/Ragi/Navadhanyam in skimmed milk + ½ tsp sugar 200 

ml.
9 pm Chappathi/Rava dosa 2 Nos, Dal/channa/peas ½ cup, Green 

salad, meat or fish 100g
10pm 5-6 pieces of papaya/guava/or melon 3 pieces Mango/

pineapple/1 apple/plantain or a bunch of grapes
Total oil consumption . .. . .. 1 tsp
Total grated coconut - 
 consumption  .. . .. . 3 tablespoon
Carbohydrates .. . .. . .. . .. . .. 50%
Protein. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. 25%
Fats . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. 25%

Total calories 1700 to 1800 (This may vary depending upon occupa-
tion).

[Dr PP Nayar,  
Ananthapuri Hospitals and  Research Centre,  Trivandrum]
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 Information Explosion 
The Challenge - Part 23

Info Line

‘Your brain receives, stores, and processes information, dispenses results, and 
controls your biological equipment. When properly programmed, comput-
ers can do likewise, except that they control electromechanical rather than 
biological equipment. Beyond these functional similarities, computers and 

brains have virtually nothing in common’.

- John Shore, Professor, Georgetown University

From the brief discussions of the evolution and development of the 
human brain presented in the last few Parts of this article, it should 
not be difficult to understand that the human brain is the product 
of interactions with the external environment. The key point to be 
observed here is that the changing environmental pressures drive the 
evolution and development of the human brain. This is a natural 
process permitting better-fit individuals to survive and propagate in the 
changing external conditions, weeding out least-fit individuals from 
the scene. The challenge is ‘change’ and evolution and development are 
‘adaptation’ of the human brain to the changing real world environmental 
situations. Adaptation is a coping mechanism for survival in the face 
of changes occuring in the external environments which happen to be 
overwhelming and beyond the control of the individuals.

Information technology has created a new and very powerful man-
made, technology oriented environment – an environment which is 
easily and universally accessible and is altogether different from the real 
world environment. Naturally, just like any external environment with 
which humans interact, IT environment should also influence the brain. 
Herein lies the simple answer to the question ‘Why should IT impact 
the brain?’. When the environment of interaction is IT, the challenge 
is  again ‘change’ and  the corresponding response of the human brain 
is ‘adaptation’ to the changing technology environments. This makes 
all the difference while assessing the impact of IT on the human brain.

The most prominent feature of IT environment is that the rule 
of the game is set by the applications; i.e. applications (equipments, 
systems and gadgets inclusive) regulate, limit and dominate the 
environment. Put in other words, user interactions and experiences 
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are confined to those possible in the narrow virtual world created by 
the applications, albeit they having the potential for very powerful and 
extreme experiences and interactions. As is the case with real world 
environments, the nature of the interactions with the IT environments 
decide the effect of its impact on the brain – like how intense the impact 
is, whether the impact is negative or positive or if it has any influence 
at all on the brain.

In practical terms the nature of interactions can be generally 
classified as use, overuse, extreme use, misuse or wrong use, and abuse. 
These have been discussed at some length in the earlier parts of this 
article as well as in the supplementary article [1]. The  theme of the 
latter article was abuse of IT resources and applications. It should be 
borne in mind that the above referred terms are only indicative of the 
nature of interactions. Further, these terms are used in this article only 
in a general sense implying that their meanings are not purported to be 
quite precise.

Ulrich Weger, Senior Lecturer in Psychology in University of Kent 
said: ‘If you can make use of something that makes your life easier while 
maintain enough inner strength and freedom to avoid dependence, you 
are the master. If you do not cultivate this inner strength and freedom, 
you become the slave’[2]. Perhaps Ulrich Weger’s statement presents 
an excellent definition of what ‘use’ implies. The term use here refers to 
‘right’ or ‘correct’ use. Right use should ultimately result in beneficial, 
creative or meaningful outcomes. If each one of us dispassionately 
examine how we use IT gadgets and applications, it will clear if we are 
masters or slaves. However, dispassionate analysis is not always an easy 
thing to do – it can be very deceptive as our obsession with our own 
self or our self- consciousness will tend to justify our own value-belief 
system [3], making us defensive most of the time – in reality even if 
we are slaves we will conclude that we are the masters! Beware of this 
trap. Misuse or wrong use refers to careless and senseless indulgence in 
IT applications and usage of systems, devices and gadgets in general. 
Overuse is senseless overindulgence, generally with respect to a specific 
application or with a gadget. Extreme use results in very intensive 
interactions leading to invasive impacts. Abuse occurs when the IT 
resources and applications are exploited by individuals or groups for 
perpetuating unethical, immoral and illegal activities.

Consider this: Miriam Hospital’s Center for Behavioral and 
Preventive Medicine conducted a survey on the usage of internet 
by freshmen women at a Northeast University (Miriam Hospital in 
Providence, RI is ranked as one of the best National level hospitals in 
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USA). Among the various findings, the survey showed that college 
women use nearly 12 hours of media per day – mainly cellphones, 
social networking, movie and television. i.e. nearly half of their day 
is spent on social networking, chatting and the like! Several such 
studies worldwide show that adolescents and children are engaging 
in social networking, entertainments, games, texting and chatting 
for anything from 6 – 9 hours on the average every day. In India, the 
most popular internet activity is social networking, closely followed 
by chatting, games and entertainment, the preferred user mode being 
smartphones. The negative impacts of such senseless overindulgence 
in social networking, chatting, internet games etc on the mental and 
physical health, behavior and personality, academic performance, skill 
development and interpersonal relations have been discussed in the 
earlier Parts of this article. What would you like to call these activities 
on which the younger generation spend a significant part of their active 
life? Misuse, wrong use, overuse, extreme use or right use? (Some of the 
material presented above are repetitions from the earlier parts of this 
article series. It is done that way for the sake of clarity, completeness and 
convenience in reading).
[1] A Perspective on Internet Security, Threats and dangers online, 

EKL: Issues 84 through 92
[2] As quoted in: Ch Four, iDisorder, Understanding our obsession 

with technology and overcoming its hold on us, Larry Rosen, 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2012

[3] Do We See The Reality, A study on human perception, EKL: Issue 97

(To be continued)
[Dr H Ganesh]

Improve your concentration.
Use reasoning and fill each row, 
column and 3 x 3 grid in bold 
borders with each of the digits 

from 1 to 9.
Solution on page 28. 

EKL Sudoku 82
[Hard]

4 1
3 6 7 2 5
9 7 3 8
2 3

2 3
1 6

6 1 8 9
5 8 7 4 3

6 7 
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What does the expiry date printed on a strip of medicine mean? If it says 
that the medicines should not be used after June 2010 and it is August ’12 
already, should we take that tablet? Has it lost its potency and do no good? Are 
the medicine manufacturers honest when they put the date of expiry on the 
medicine strip? Or is it another scam to sell more through purposely ‘expired’ 
ones which are still good?

Medications are definitely expensive and it is costly to frequently re-
place expired but unused medications. The expiration date is the final day 
that the manufacturer guarantees the full potency and safety of a medica-
tion. Drug products typically have label of expiration that extends from 12 
to 60 months from time of manufacturing.
Do expired medications lose their potency?

The American Medical Association concluded in 2001 that the shelf 
life of some products is longer than the labeled expiration date! A program 
undertaken for the U.S Department of Defense is the best evidence to 
prove this.

The original purpose of this program and study was twofold: to deter-
mine the actual shelf life of stockpiled military medications and to save 
government money.

Study was done by US Military in 2000. U.S Military was sitting on a 
$ 1 billion stockpile of drugs and facing the daunting process of destroying 
and replacing its supply every 2 or 3 years. The testing program was to see 
if it could extend the life of its inventory. It ultimately covered more than 
100 drugs - both prescription and over the counter. The result showed 
about 90% of them was safe as far as 15 years past their original expira-
tion date!! Examples of common drug products that were tested with no 
failures included amoxicillin ciprofloxacin, diphenhydramine and mor-
phine sulphate injection. Expiration dates extension ranged from 12 to 
184 months.

The expiration date of a drug is estimated using stability testing. The 
actual shelf life of the drug may be much longer, as stability studies have 
shown.

These results suggest that many drug products may have extended 
shelf lives beyond their expiration date. However, it is difficult for any 

Expiry Dates of  Medicines
Another Scam?

Health Line
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one consumer or health care provider to know which product could have 
an extended shelf life. The ability for a drug to have an extended shelf 
life would be dependent upon the actual drug ingredients, presence of 
preservatives, temperature fluctuations, light, humidity and other storage 
conditions.
Is it safe to take expired medications?

There are no specific reports linking expired medication use to human 
toxicity. In 1963, a report was published that tied degraded tetracycline 
use with a form of renal tubular damage known as “Fanconi Syndrome”; 
however, that formulation of tetracycline is no longer marketed.

This outcome (disputed by other scientists) was supposedly caused by 
a chemical transformation of the active ingredient. Studies show that ex-
pired drugs may lose some of their potency over time, from as little as 5% 
or less to 50% or more (though usually much less than the latter). Even 
10 years after the “expiration date”, most drugs have a good deal of their 
original potency. So wisdom dictates that if your life does depend on an 
expired drug, and you must have 100% or so of its original strength, you 
should probably toss it and get a refill, in accordance with the cliché, “bet-
ter safe than sorry”. If your life does not depend on an expired drug - such 
as that for headache, hay fever, or menstrual cramps - take it and see what 
happens.

Solid dosage forms, such as tablets and capsules, appear to be most 
stable past their expiration date. Drugs that exist in solution or as a re-
constituted suspension, and that require refrigeration (such as Amoxicillin 
suspension), may not have the required potency if used when outdated. 
Loss of potency can be a major health concern, especially when treating 
an infection with an antibiotic. Additionally, antibiotic resistance may oc-
cur with sub-potent medications. Drugs that exist in solution, especially 
injectable drugs, should be discarded if the product forms a precipitant or 
looks cloudy or discolored.

Insulin, used to control blood sugar in diabetes, may be susceptible to 
degradation after its expiration date. Oral Nitroglycerin (NTG), a medi-
cation used for angina (chest pain), may lose its potency quickly once the 
medication bottle is opened. Vaccines, biological or blood products could 
also be subject to quick degradation once the expiration date is reached. If 
a patient finds a medication is powdery or crumbling, has a strong smell, 
or has dried up (as in the case of ointments or creams), these drugs should 
be discarded.

Proper storage of medications may help to extend their potency. 
The bathroom medicine cabinets are not ideal place to store medica-
tions due to heat and humidity. Similarly, medications should not 
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be left in a hot car. Medications remain most stable in dry, cool spaces 
away from light. Keep the prescription bottle caps tightly closed and al-
ways keep medications out of reach of children and pets.
What is the bottom line?

Should patients use expired medications or not? If a medication is 
needed, and the patient is not able to replace the expired medication, there 
is no evidence that it is unsafe to take the medication in most cases. How-
ever, if a medication is essential for a chronic and potentially life-threat-
ening disease, for example, a heart condition, seizure, or life-threatening 
allergy, it is probably wise to get a new prescription.

If an expired medication is for a minor health problem, for example, for 
a headache, hay fever, or mild pain, it may also be safe to take it, although 
drug potency might not be 100 percent. Research has shown many medi-
cations retained 90 percent of their potency in their original stock packing.

Expiration dates put on by manufacturers typically have no bearing on 
whether a drug is usable for longer periods. The drug maker is required to 
prove only that a drug is still good on whatever expiration date that the 
company chooses to set. The expiration date doesn’t mean, or even sug-
gest, that the drug will stop neither being effective after that, nor that it will 
become harmful. Manufacturers put expiration dates on for marketing, 
rather than scientific, reasons. It’s not profitable for them to have products 
on a shelf for 10 years. They want turnover.

Most drugs in consumers’ medicine cabinets are potent beyond the 
expiration date. With a handful of exceptions -- notably, nitroglycerin, 
insulin, and some liquid antibiotics - most drugs are probably durable. 
Most drugs degrade very slowly. In all likelihood, you can take a product 
you have at home and keep it for many years, especially if it’s in the re-
frigerator. Consider aspirin. A manufacturer puts 2-year or 3-year dates 
on aspirin and says that it should be discarded after that. However, the 
dating is “pretty conservative”. When a 4-year-old aspirin is tested, it re-
mained 100% effective. So why isn’t a 4-year expiration date set? Because 
the company often changes packaging, and it undertakes “continuous im-
provement programs”. Each change triggers a need for more expiration-
date testing, and testing each time for a 4-year life would be impractical. 
Aspirin has never been tested beyond 4 years. But a Professor Emeritus at 
the pharmacy school of a US university, who wrote what is considered the 
main text on drug stability, said “I did a study of different aspirins, and 
after 5 years, it was still excellent. For example Aspirin, if made correctly, 
is very stable.”

The pharmaceutical industry may be bilking crores of rupees out of 
unknowing consumers every year who discard perfectly good drugs and 
buy new ones because they trust the industry’s “expiration date labeling”.
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“Tourism Carrying Capacity” is defined by the World Tourism Or-
ganisation as “the maximum number of people that may visit a tourist 
destination at the same time, without causing destruction of the physical, 
economic, socio-cultural environment and an unacceptable decrease in 
the quality of visitors’ satisfaction”. 

Middleton and Hawkins Chamberlain define it as ‘the level of human 
activity an area can accommodate without the area deteriorating, the resi-
dent community being adversely affected or the quality of visitors experi-
ence declining.’

Tourism carrying capacity is a now antiquated approach to manag-
ing visitors in tourist places especially in heritage sites and protected areas 
which evolved out of the fields of range, habitat and wildlife management. 
Put in simple terms, it is the load of people that a particular area can take 
i.e., how many tourists are too many and would determine the optimum 
number of people required to sustain it economically and environmen-
tally.

According to WTO, carrying capacity includes several elements
a) Physical - related to space and its role in the touristic experience. The 

point at which a site can be viewed as overcrowded or congested and 
therefore requiring some management and control.

b) Ecological - based on the volume beyond which unacceptable ecologi-
cal changes will occur either from the establishment of infrastructure, 

Tourism Carrying Capacity
Need for Effective Regulation - Part 1

Management Line

References:
1. American Medical Association.” Pharmaceutical Expiration Dates 

“Report 1 of the Council of Scientific Affairs July 25, 2001
2. Lyon RC,Taylor JS, Porter DA, et.al. Stability profiles of drug prod-

ucts beyond labeled expiration dates. J.Pharm Sci 2006,95
3. American System of Health System Pharmacists(ASHP.org) Q&A on 

proposed USP chapter 797
4. Woods M Drugs may outlast label date. Post-Gazette National Bu-

reau. May 30,2005
5. John Hopkins Health Alert. Ask the Doctor about your prescriptions

[VSS Nair]
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services and facilities and tourists. (Carrying capacity in relation to eco-
logical factors is determined keeping in view the effects of tourism on 
the ecosystem of the destination as a whole. For example, how much a 
visitors a national park can have at time? How much of the area of the 
national park is to be opened to visitors? How many vehicles can be 
allowed inside the park? )

c) Cultural - representing the point at which manmade, social and histori-
cal resources begin to deteriorate or transform due to visitor pressure.

d) Tourist satisfaction index - the point at which the tourist begins to find 
a visit unacceptable due to all of the above reasons and becomes dis-
satisfied.

e) Residents social tolerance - the point at which the residents begin to 
become hostile to the demonstration effect of tourism. 
Put in broad terms, carrying capacity determines the maximum use of 

any destination or site without eroding its environment, resources, com-
munity, economy, culture and value system. It defines how much tour-
ism is permissible for positive gains and the point at which what was a 
gainful activity turns into a negative one. Zoning, rostering, reclamation, 
seasonality and tourist behaviour can all play a role in expanding capacity. 
It operates in a dynamic system of change. There can be various potential 
determinants of tourism carrying capacity. Some of these are -
a) socio-economic environment: economic multipliers
b) socio-cultural environment: relative visitor density
c) ecological and socio psychological environment related land use inten-

sity.
Carrying capacity as a concept has been there in the field of civil engi-

neering for a long time. Today besides the physical carrying capacity, we 
talk of ecological, socio-cultural and economic carrying capacities and all 
these are relevant in the field of tourism. But it was only in the 1980s that 
the term carrying capacity emerged out of the discussions on the negative 
impacts of tourism. Mathematical and sociological models were developed 
and geographers attempted to measure the carrying capacity. Econometric 
models based on input variables like visitor numbers and tolerance levels 
of resource system and host population were used. 

(To be continued)
[Dr Raju Narayana Swamy IAS, Ph. D]

Many great ideas go unexecuted, and many great 
executioners are without ideas. One without the 

other is worthless.
- Tim Blixseth
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A few generic examples of positive self-images, presumptions, self-
identities, beliefs etc.t - ‘I am confident’, ‘I enjoy my life’, ‘I can……’,‘I 
accept myself ’, ‘Failure will not deter me from..…’, ‘I know how to mix with 
others’,.….; Examples of negative self-images, beliefs, presumptions etc. - ‘I 
am a lazy person’, ‘I have an ugly looking nose’, ‘I always behave awkwardly’, 
‘I am not good at……..’, ‘I am a girl, therefore….’, ‘I cannot learn to do any-
thing properly’, ‘Tuesday is not a good day to…… ’, ‘This is a hostile world’, 
‘I am black like a crow’, ……; Examples of self- doubts, needs etc. - ‘Will 
others like me’, ‘Will I fail’, ‘Am I wrong’, ‘Will I be satisfied with…..’ ‘I 
need have .…… to be happy in my life’, ‘I cannot live in this world without 

Info Line

Do We See The Reality?
A Study in Human Perception - 2 

‘It is not the events of our lives that shape us, but our beliefs as to  
what those events means’.

- Tony Robbins, American self-help author and motivational speaker

Explanation of  Terms
•	 Attitude is "a relatively enduring organization of beliefs, feelings, and 

behavioral tendencies towards socially significant objects, groups, events 
or symbols" {Hogg & Vaughan 2005, Social Psychology (4th edition), 
London, Prentice-Hall }. Structure of Attitude can be described in 
terms of three components:
o Affective component: This involves a person’s feelings/emotions 

about the attitude object. For example: “I am scared of spiders”. 
o Behavioral (or conative) component: The way the attitude we 

have influences how we act or behave. For example: “I will avoid 
spiders and scream if I see one”. 

o Cognitive component: This involves a person’s belief / knowledge 
about an attitude object. For example: “I believe spiders are danger-
ous”. - [http://www.simplypsychology.org/attitudes.html]

•	 Cognition refers to an act or process of knowing. Cognition in-
cludes attention, perception, memory, reasoning, judgment, ima-
gining, thinking, and speech

•	 Emotion refers to a complex pattern of changes, including phy-
siological arousal, feelings, cognitive processes, and behavioral 
reactions, made in response to a situation perceived to be perso-
nally significant.

-[http://www.schuelers.com/psychology/HS812.htm]
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•	 Consciousness refers to our awareness of sensations, thoughts, 
and other internal processes. Our experience of consciousness is 
always changing as our thoughts and environment shift.

-[psychology.about.com]
•	 Subconscious is the part of consciousness that is not currently 

in focal awareness. Since there is a limit to the information that 
can be held in conscious focal awareness, a storehouse of one's 
knowledge and prior experience is needed; this is the subconsci-
ous.

•	 Unconscious consists of the processes in the mind that occur 
automatically and are not available to introspection, and include 
thought processes, memory, affect, and motivation.

-[wikipedia]
•	 Neuron is a cell of the nervous system, which conducts nerve 

impulses.
•	 Synapse is a junction between the terminal of a neuron and eit-

her another neuron or a muscle or gland cell, over which nerve 
impulses pass.

-[boundless.com]

..….’……. . Because value-belief system is the natural sequel to interpre-
tation of acquired experiences by the brain, the various elements in the 
value-belief system will also be linked to the corresponding context related 
affective components. For example a person having the self-adopted belief 
that ‘Mixing with new people always brings unpleasant experiences’, may also 
harbor the emotion ‘fear’ (of meeting new people, for example), or the 
feelings like ‘hatred’,‘dislike’,‘unhappiness’ or ‘anxiety’ along with that be-
lief. The belief that ‘Hard work pays’ may be associated with one or more of 
the feelings of ‘enthusiasm’, ‘pleasure’,‘contentment’ or ‘gratitude’. Similarly, 
the positive self-image ‘I am lovable’ may involve the emotion of ‘love’ or 
feelings of ‘joy’ or ‘friendliness’. The elements of the value-belief system 
includes all of the person’s attitudes. 

If the predominant or ‘core elements’ in the value-belief system are posi-
tive and realistic, they motivate the person to live, succeed and achieve in 
life. On the contrary, negative or unrealistic elements of the value-belief 
system greatly limit the capacity to think and act, and set undesirable 
constraints on the behavior and actions of an individual. It can seriously 
hold the individual back in life. A couple of examples: Low or negative 
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self-image is a very powerful negative element which brings with it low self-
esteem, self-rejection or self-hate, self-criticisms and the like, all of which will 
have devastating effects on the person’s behavior and actions; misplaced 
self-identities or needs many a times force a person on unrealistic or un-
healthy pursuits which ultimately brings dissatisfaction, disappointment 
and failure in life. Thus, value-belief system plays a major role in deciding 
the destiny of the individuals. If one carefully analyses the life history of 
extraordinary achievers, great personalities and eminent visionaries, it can 
be seen that these men lived their life according to what they believed and 
valued. Exalted beliefs, values, or self-identities (commonly referred to as 
their dreams, ideas or ideals) were the driving forces in their lives. By the 
same token it is not difficult to understand why certain people become an-
tisocials and criminals - distorted, perverted and unnatural beliefs, values, 
needs, self-identities and the like in their value-belief system propel them 
into a cascade of sadistic, violent and destructive activities. The genesis of 
various psychopathologies afflicting the humans in modern times can be 
traced to the powerful negative elements in the value-belief system like 
intense irrational beliefs, self-inflicted judgements or convictions, negative 
self-images, aberrated self-identities etc. 

It was indicated earlier that individual’s sensory interaction with the 
external world is the starting point of his/her engaging in a new experi-
ence. The brain’s reaction to sensory stimuli associated with the changes 
in external environment, in the first place, is arousal. Arousal is a physi-
ological and psychological state of being awake or reactive to stimuli [1]. 
Whereas awareness may be considered as the capability of a individual to 
focus the attention to a specific thing or activity like focusing the attention 
to the environment or to an internal thought. The above two vital brain 
functions are basic to normal and conscious behavior of any individual.
[1] www.wikipedia.com

(To be continued)
[Dr H Ganesh]

The greatest gift that you can give to 
another is knowledge, for knowledge is 
power—power to build and to dream. 
What you can envision in your mind 

you can achieve.
- Jack Podojil
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Osteoporosis is on everyone’s lips, as is Vit D Deficiency and BMD as well as 
a DEXA scan. They all fit into the same picture, that of Osteoporosis.

What exactly is osteoporosis? Imagine a brick wall. Now imagine that you are 
pulling out a brick randomly, and another from another place. Nothing happens. 
The wall remains strong. Keep removing the bricks steadily and you will have a 
gaping hole in the wall. This wall is now not as strong as it was earlier. A simple 
kick may make it crumble. This is exactly what happens to a bone with osteo-
porosis. The mesh work of the matrix of the bone becomes lax and fragile and 
a simple injury that would otherwise not cause more then some pain will now 
result in a fracture. 

Lets step back a bit and ask, why does this matrix become lax? We will keep 
with the wall anomaly. The cement that holds the bone matrix together is pro-
vided by the calcium we eat or ingest as a nutritional supplement. Vit D is like the 
waterproofing we do to prevent leaks in the roof. It strengthens the structure by 
helping the absorption of calcium. Apart from this, the body undertakes constant 
repairs on the bones. As the older ones crumble, new growth takes place all the 
time. The problem arises when the destruction of the bones takes place at a rate 
faster than the construction.
How does it all start?

In both men and women, after the age of 40, there is a slow loss of bone mass. 
At about menopause, the loss of bone mass is greater in women. 

The loss of bone that accompanies advancing age actually begins much earlier 
in life for all, but proceeds more rapidly in women after menopause. Risk factors 
are:
•	Calcium and Vit D deficiency
•	Any factor that results in an estrogen deficiency. At particular risk are women 

who have had an early menopause or those who have had their uterus and ova-
ries removed surgically (Hysterectomy with ovaries removed) at an age much 
younger than that of normal menopause.

•	Certain medications can cause osteoporosis. Steroid therapy of more than six 
months and some anti epileptic medicines over two years are known culprits. 
This is of particular importance where patients tend to repeat the prescription 
without medical advice.

The medications that could lead to osteoporosis on long-term ingestion are: 
# Steroids that are commonly used to treat Asthma, some types of arthritis and 

skin conditions 
# Cancer chemotherapy, 
# Anti convulsants or medicines used in the treatment of epilepsy and even 

Osteoporosis 
Alias Porous Bones

Health Line
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# Some antacids. 
•	Prolonged bed rest and a sedentary life style.
Symptoms

There are no specific symptoms except pain all over the body or pain over one 
particular region like the middle of the back or a leg or arm.

Sometimes, the pain may be severe and sudden in onset consequent to a mi-
nor fall caused by a common incident like tripping over a stone. Activities as 
routine as a cough and sneeze or a simple bump can cause spontaneous fractures. 
The pain may subside in a few days, and the person is able to move about in 4- 6 
weeks. If these incidents happen more than once, warning bells should ring. 

Some fractures cause severe pain at the time and gradually decrease in inten-
sity after some time. These are due to micro fractures and show up incidentally 
when the person is X- rayed for a complaint of pain or some other reason.

Loss of teeth in the absence of gum disease is a clue to bone loss.
Change in shape of the spine or loss of height are other clues. 

Diagnosis
While X-rays can show the site of fracture, they cannot predict the loss of 

bone mass. Measurement of Bone Mineral Density (BMD) is the only tool help-
ful in the diagnosis.

The interpretation of this test is not a simple matter of reading and decipher-
ing it. It requires professional expertise.

In addition, a test to determine Vit D levels is also required.
Treatment

There are several options and professional advice is a must before using these 
drugs. The newer drug of an annual intravenous injection is safe, easy to admin-
ister and works well. 

Calcium supplements along with adequate Vit D supplements.
Diary in our diet is generally not sufficient to do the needful at this stage.

Prevention
1.	 Exercise
2.	 Adequate Calcium with Vit D intake
3.	 Life Style Modifications. A reduction of alcohol and caffeine and stopping 

smoking 
Prevention should begin early in life, and teenagers should be taught the impor-

tance of exercise and diets rich in calcium like milk, curd, cheese, nuts and green leafy 
vegetables.
4.	 General caution 

Senior citizens should take into count that they are already handicapped by 
diminished vision, hearing loss and arthritic pains and should avoid undue strain 
to themselves.
Finally, this questionnaire may help you to see if you are in the high-risk category.
Are you slim and small? Yes/No
Do you have elders with fractures? Yes/No
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Is your diet low in dairy products and other sources of calcium Yes/No
Have you smoked or consumed alcohol over a long period? Yes/No
Are you taking steroids or thyroid medication over a long time? Yes/No
Have your periods stopped for reasons other than pregnancy or lactation?  Yes/No
Are you a postmenopausal person? Yes/No
Have you fractured any part of your body for inconsequent reasons? Yes/No
Have you had a hysterectomy with removal of ovaries? Yes/No
Do you lead a largely sedentary life style? Yes/No

If you have answered ‘yes’ to even two of these questions, it is advisable for you 
to take a bone densitometry test to ascertain your bone density. 

It could well be the time for you to start off on supplements and gentle ex-
ercises or one may just wind up like Humpty Dumpty who had a great fall, and 

Not all the kings’ horses and all the kings’ men 
Could put Humpty Dumpty together again!

[Dr Jyotsna Codaty,
Sr Consultant in Transfusion Medicine and Family Practice]

www.letstalkdoc.com

The Preamble of our constitution states “we the people of India, hav-
ing solemnly resolved to constitute India into a sovereign socialist secular 
democratic republic and to secure to all its citizens Justice, social, eco-
nomic, and political, liberty of thought, expression belief, faith and wor-
ship, equality of status and of opportunity and to promote among them all 
fraternity assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity and integrity 
of the nation”. Being a democracy it assumes the democratic process will 
evolve a responsible party system and enlightened citizens who in turn 
will elect enlightened leaders to govern the country in various capacities 
including a responsible opposition. It further assumes, over a period of 
years, leaders at critical levels will develop “core competence” to discharge 
their responsibilities to the citizens. 

But even after 60 years of framing the constitution it is sad to note 
that problems remain and core incompetence prevails in many areas of 
critical activity. Leadership with high content of incompetence with many 

Epicenter of  Incompetence
Leadership Malady in Democracy

Management Line
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infiltrators, has a managerial dimension as far as it involves utilization of 
resources- human and physical. It is common knowledge that greater the 
power and responsibility of the leaders greater should be their caliber. 
Unfortunately this is disappointingly low in most cases. This situation 
is reflected in the sheer wastage of time in legislative bodies and by the 
administration in futile activities and pursuits. 

The core competence of leaders is a critical resource and has great rel-
evance and significance for government and industry apart from other 
institutions. The wastage of time and negative attitudes and actions by 
leaders in power and in the opposition hold out dark prospects for the 
healthy, happy and peaceful growth of democracy. 

Incompetence has assumed huge proportions of becoming a disease 
spreading its tentacles at all levels. The result is destruction of life and 
property and colossal wastage of time and resources. While the party in 
power has power with responsibility, the opposition seems to have only 
rights without responsibility. Both fail to exercise timely discharge of re-
sponsibility and use of resources. This is seen in the case of demands for 
judicial inquiries on trivial issues, flashfloods which work havoc resulting 
in loss of thousands of cores of rupees worth property and hundreds lives 
etc.. Timely forecasting, communication and initiating action in the later 
case could have minimized the extent and depth of damage.

The core incompetence of top leadership percolates down to all levels 
in the administrative network. Parasites in governmental leadership and 
in administration neutralize any good work done by those having core 
competence and who are in a minority. These parasites, negative thinkers 
and decision makers evolve policies, along with the opposition specializing 
in fault finding only, with no constructive suggestions, add to the misery 
of the people.

Analysis of democracies familiar to us forces us to conclude that the 
epicenter of core incompetence needs to be shifted to an epicenter of core 
competence. This is the task not only of leadership but of the electorate 
who have to be enlightened. Only if leaders and the electorate impart spir-
itual strength and a strong value system as the basis of their actions this 
becomes possible. This is an unassailable truth. We have proof of this from 
the achievements of great leaders like Mahatma Gandhi, Sardar Patel, 
Jawaharlal Nehru, C Rajagopalachari, Pandit Govind Ballabh Pant and 
many leaders of the past. 

Let all citizens take a pledge to develop and support core competence 
at all levels of policy making and administration. This is the only way to 
build a healthy democracy and to prevent its fall from the precipice and 
escape from the epicenter of core incompetence.

[T Ramaswamy]
ramas342011@hotmail.com
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Missed Call to the uninitiated is a concept where a caller calls the re-
ceiver on his mobile phone but disconnects the call before the receiver 
answers it, resulting in a "Missed Call". The details of the caller are dis-
played on the receiver’s phone. This feature, surely is a great innovation. Its 
primary reason is to save on calling costs.
But let us look at the innovative ideas practiced on “missed call”.
1. On arrival at a place: For instance, "I will give you a missed call when I 

reach there". This one is a good time-saver.
2. Signalling:  Number of quick missed calls can be coded for alphabets, 

digits or specific messages.  Or a missed call around 8 a.m. means that 
you are leaving to the office, around 7 p.m. means you are back home 
etc. Some residing abroad can save on ISD costs through Morse Code 
like signalling.

3. Other variants in signalling include letting the other party know when 
a task is complete/ has reached a state by giving a missed call. All signal-
ling is agreed upon before  hand.

4. Safety: This is  similar to the first one, where one gives a missed call to 
the other party to notify that he/she has reached a place safely. Unlike 
the first one, this one may not require any follow up on the receiver.

5. There are cab / taxi stands using the missed call very effectively. Give a 
missed call to the common cell phone of the stand and one of the  free  
vehicles  comes to your house.
It is widely used in India where most people use prepaid mobile con-

nections and keen to keep the expense in check.  Probably, when mo-
biles were first introduced, such an extensive use of missed calls was not 
thought of. In fact, it is an innovation by the user community, often to 
the discomfort of service providers, as there is no revenue reaching them. 
According to an interesting study, Indians do more than just make and re-
ceive calls on mobile phones. India is the only country to send and receive 
missed calls, has the lowest usage of multiple SIMs. The study also reports 
consumer-led innovation like wives using tracking devices on phones to 
pin cheating husbands or a migrant worker using the local grocer to trans-
fer funds to his family by transferring load (prepaid value) from his mobile 
phone to the grocer.

[VSP]

Missed Call
Consumer Innovations!

Tech Line
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EKL Sudoku 82
Solution

6 5 4 8 2 1 9 3 7
3 1 8 9 6 7 4 2 5
9 2 7 5 3 4 6 8 1
2 7 5 1 8 6 3 9 4
4 9 6 2 7 3 5 1 8
8 3 1 4 5 9 2 7 6
7 6 2 3 1 5 8 4 9
5 8 9 7 4 2 1 6 3
1 4 3 6 9 8 7 5 2 

If, in 10 years, you were to look back at your actions of 
today, what would you change? Always be asking your-
self in terms of your goals and how you want to live.

- Craig Ballantyne
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The light scoop is an architectural design feature which captures natu-
ral light and draws it into the central core of the building from where it 
gets distributed to different parts of the building. Normally the light scoop 
consists of roof top windows and glass floorings to scoop day light and 
spread it across. Naturally, the arrangement is a big energy saver.

Think of an intelligent light scoop to regulate the lighting in the build-
ing and also track the sun !

This is what exactly The Lighting Research Center (LRC) at Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute has achieved. LRC designed an innovative type of 
skylight with funding from the New York State Energy Research and De-
velopment Authority (NYSERDA). Optimal level of daylight throughout 
the changing seasons and daily fluctuations in weather is possible with this 
light scoop.

The conventional horizontal skylights provide too much light on warm 
and sunny days, and too little light on cold and dark days. The LRC's new 
light scoops design has following features: (i) provides less light in summer 
and more light in winter (ii) accounts for the natural pattern of the sun as 
it travels across the sky (iii) in overcast conditions, a light scoop receives 
light from the brightest part of the sky, known as the zenith.

Electric lights can be turned off or dimmed when adequate daylight 
is available, thus saving energy and operating costs. Light scoops can also 
save heating and cooling energy.

Not only does this new design saves energy and operating costs, but 
it provides occupants with a more pleasant, natural environment. Light 
scoops provide "patches of sun" where occupants can enjoy the health 
benefits of sunlight. It is reported that the rate of satisfaction with this 
feature is more than 90 percent in New York, it is observed.

[VSP]

Light Scoop
To Harness Sunlight

Physical fitness is not only one of the most important 
keys to a healthy body, it is the basis of dynamic and 

creative intellectual activity.

- John F. Kennedy

Energy Line
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Tech Line

3-D printing (EKL Mar’12 & Jun’13) also known as additive 
manufacturing, is the harbinger of the next industrial revolution. 
To recapitulate, additive manufacturing, or three-dimensional (3D) 
printing, is a way of making products and components from a 
digital model, and is now being applied in a wide range of industries 
including defense, aerospace, automotive, medical, space, and metals 
manufacturing. Like an office printer that puts 2D digital files on a 
piece of paper, a 3D printer creates components by depositing thin 
layers of material one after another using a digital blueprint until the 
exact component required has been created. Its applications are limited 
only by our imagination and it is predicted as one of the disruptive 
technologies that may impact well run industries.

3-D printing is about mass customization at reduced costs. You can 
create a toothbrush holder, tie, surgical instrument-all to our exact 
need. Such customization also appeals to big businesses. At Boeing, 
for example, 300 distinct airplane parts are made using 3-D printer at 
a cost savings of 25 to 50 percent per part.

Currently, 3-D printing is undergoing a patent boom. In the last 
decade, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office has received more than 
6,800 patent applications related to 3-D printing. By one estimate, its 
global market reached $2.2 billion last year.

Additive manufacturing has been around for roughly a decade, 
quickly outgrowing its early role as a prototype platform and plaything 
for hobbyists & tech geeks and moving into advanced printing of fully 
functioning parts.

 [For details: http://www.manufacturing.gov/nnmi_pilot_
institute.html, http://www.cnbc.com, other websites]

3-D Printing 

Patent Boom

I am enough of an artist to draw freely upon  
my imagination. Imagination is more  

important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. 
Imagination encircles the world.

- Albert Einstein
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Beneficial Effects of  Exercise
Through a New Drug

A new drug known as SR9009, developed by Prof. Thomas Burris 
and a team of international scientists at the Florida campus of The 
Scripps Research Institute, is found to mimic the beneficial effects of 
exercise. The results were observed as increases in the level of metabolic 
activity in skeletal muscles of mice. Treated mice became lean, and 
developed larger muscles and endurance, suggesting a multitude of 
therapeutic possibilities in people.

If similar effects can be obtained in people, the reversal of obesity, 
metabolic syndrome, and perhaps Type-II diabetes might be possible, 
researchers say. This may pave way for helping people with conditions 
that acutely limit exercise tolerance, such as obesity, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease and congestive heart failure, as well as the loss of 
general muscle conditioning which occurs as a side effect of reduced 
activity caused by illness and/or aging. 

(For details: http://www.scripps.edu)

In Forthcoming Issues
EKL at landmark 100th issue, November 2013
Theme: The Incredible Future - Showcasing the emerging trends 

in various areas of human activity 
•	 Stopping light within a crystal for up to one minute - A 

scientific breakthrough
•	 The Fourth Phase of Water - Called living water 
•	 Nitrogen Directly from the Atmosphere for Plants - To reduce 

fertilizer use 
•	 Less Friction Loss in Car Engines - No more ‘running in’ period 

for new automobiles

The world has the habit of making room for the man 
whose words and actions show that he knows where 

he is going.

- Napoleon Hill

Health Line
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Information 
Emergence of language is a most momentous milestone in human civi-

lization. The purpose of language is to convey information. It has taken 
roughly 50 million years for spoken word to develop into writing, printing 
followed in 5000 years. Within the next 500 years, came photography and 
motion picture. From there to electronic communication and computers 
was a matter of barely 50 years. Such is the Progress Exponential character-
izing human species ! 

When you seek directions to some place, you are doing so because you 
are uncertain what course to take. The answer you get, if it reduces the un-
certainty, is information. Generally, information has the power to dispel 
ignorance or reduce uncertainty. Few words have a range of meanings 
as wide as ‘information’.“The word ‘Information’ has different meanings… 
It is hardly to be expected that a single concept of information would satis-
factorily account for the numerous possible applications …’. said Claude E. 
Shannon, the father of Information Theory. Shannon revolutionized the 
field of communication in 1948 by quantifying information in terms of 
bits. In a purely technical context of transmission of messages, he defined 
information mathematically as a (logarithmic) measure of the uncertainty 
in predicting the occurrence of an event. The more the number of possi-
ble outcomes of an event, the greater the information content ! Thus, the 
outcome of the toss of a coin (only two possibilities) has less information 
value than throwing of a dice with six possible outcomes. By contrast, a 
statement like “The sun will tomorrow rise in the east” can hardly boast 
of any information, as it is a (historical) fact with little or no uncertainty 
in prediction. 

Data is a common word meaning some fact or symbol. It is pragmatic 
to regard data in context as information. Relevant information has the po-
tential to become actionable knowledge in a specific context. There is a 
hierarchy of terms like data, information and knowledge. Knowledge is the 
totality of ideas and information acquired throughout the human civili-
zation. We have heard,“Knowledge is Power”, from Francis Bacon (1561-

Technology
Through the Ages - Part 27

Tech Line

“Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge ?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information ?

– TS. Eliot
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1626).In more recent times, Ikujiro Nonanka (1991) said,“In an economy 
where the only certainty is uncertainty, the one sure source of competitive ad-
vantage is knowledge”.

Half a century ago, Communication and Computing were two di-
verse activities. Communication dealt with transmission of messages while 
computing concerned itself with numerical calculations. It did not take 
long for communication to go digital and computing to expand to symbol 
processing. Then occurred the celebrated marriage between them. Their 
offspring was ICT (Information & Communication Technology) that 

The two terms - Internet and World Wide Web - tend to be used 
interchangeably though strictly they are not synonymous. They are two 
different but related things. The Internet is a massive network of net-
works. It brings countless computers together in a global network in 
which any computer can communicate with any other as long as they 
are both connected to the Internet and follow certain mutually agreed 
protocols.

The World Wide Web (‘Web’), on the other hand, is a way of ac-
cessing information over the medium of the Internet. It is a method 
of information-sharing built on top of the Internet. The Web uses the 
http protocol, one of the languages spoken over the internet, to transfer 
data. Browsers are used for navigating the Web and accessing web docu-
ments (web pages) that are linked to each other through hyperlinks. 
Web documents can contain graphics, sounds, text and video. URL 
(Uniform Resource Locator) is the address used to identify the location 
of Web sites, Web pages, and other resources on the Web. There are over 
40 billion web sites now. A Search Engine is the specialized software 
that lets users search for information on the Web by using keywords, 
phrases, and Boolean logic. 

The Web is thus a portion of the Internet - a large portion, though. 
The Web really is only one of the ways of disseminating information 
over the Internet. The Internet (not the Web) is also used for e-mail, 
which relies on smtp, usenet newsgroups, instant messaging and ftp. 

So the Web and the Internet are not synonymous and not to be 
confused.

Many words in the Internet Lingo have invaded our daily conversa-
tion. 

Who doesn’t know Download, Cloud, Virus, Worm, Malware, 
Phishing …?

India, incidentally, is now in the third place in the world in the use 
of Internet after the USA and China.
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involves storing, sorting, display and transmission of information, and 
their manipulation and transformation. It also encompasses information 
distribution technologies such as television and telephones. Several indus-
tries are associated with this technology such as computer hardware and 
software, electronics, semiconductors, telecommunication equipment, in-
ternet, e-commerce and myriad other computer-based services. The rapid 
growth of ICT and the innovation in digital systems has given rise to the 
Digital Revolution, which has fundamentally changed the way people 
think, behave, communicate, work and earn their livelihood. It has forged 
new ways to create knowledge, disseminate information and educate peo-
ple. It has restructured the way the world conducts economic and business 
practices, runs governments and engages politically.

We are the inhabitants of the Information Landscape. We are members 
of an Information Society - a platform erected by the Digital Revolution for 
free flow of information, ideas and knowledge across the globe. An Infor-
mation Society can be viewed in various ways in terms of technological, 
economic, occupational, spatial, and cultural aspects. The most common 
view lays stress on the spectacular innovations in ICT.

(To be continued)
[P Radhakrishnan]

Looking Back at EKL
•	 Piper Betel – An Uncommon Leaf - EKL Feb. 2011
•	 Disaster Management – With Community Participation  

 - EKL Oct. 2011
•	 Surgery – Past, Present and the Future - EKL Dec. 2009
•	 Organic Farming – The Need of the Time - EKL May 2011
•	 Native Wisdom – Chief Seattle - EKL Jan. 2012

Don't waste your time looking back at 
what you've lost. Move on, life is not 

meant to be travelled backwards.

- Author Unknown
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So far only second-hand smoke - that fills enclosed 
spaces when people burn cigarettes, bidis etc.- was 
considered harmful to health. Now a study by 
researchers from Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory has found for the first time that thirdhand 
smoke - the noxious residue that clings to virtually all 
surfaces in a room long after the secondhand smoke 

from a cigarette has cleared out - causes significant 
genetic damage in human cells.

Furthermore, the study also found that chronic 
exposure is worse than acute exposure, with the chemical 

compounds in samples exposed to chronic thirdhand smoke existing in 
higher concentrations and causing more DNA damage than samples 
exposed to acute thirdhand smoke, suggesting that the residue becomes 
more harmful over time.

Tobacco-specific nitrosamines, some of the chemical compounds in 
thirdhand smoke, are among the most potent carcinogens. They stay on 
surfaces like clothing or carpets, posing more danger to children (EKL 
Jan.'09).

The 2010 studies found that residual nicotine can react with ozone 
and nitrous acid - both common indoor air pollutants - to form hazardous 
agents. When nicotine in thirdhand smoke reacts with nitrous acid it 
undergoes a chemical transformation and forms carcinogenic tobacco-
specific nitrosamines. Nicotine can react with ozone to form ultrafine 
particles, which can carry harmful chemicals and pass through human 
tissue. Humans can be exposed to thirdhand smoke through inhalation, 
ingestion or skin contact.

Thirdhand smoke is extremely difficult to eradicate. Studies have found 
that it can still be detected in dust and surfaces of apartments more than 
two months after smokers moved out. Common cleaning methods such 
as vacuuming, wiping and extra ventilation have not proven effective 
in lowering nicotine contamination. While odors can be reduced, total 
cleaning is difficult, except by the costly way of substituting the materials 
like carpet or repainting.

[For details: http://www.lbl.gov/, http://www.who.int]

Thirdhand Smoke
Causes Genetic Damage to Humans 

Health Line
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Due to the number of stairs that needed to be climbed to reach the top, 
buildings of over six stories were a rarity till 19th century. Today, number 
and height of skyscrapers are key benchmarks of a modern city. Lifts and 
elevators are the back born of high rise structures and one would be spell 
bound just by thinking of a situation without lift technology. Of late, the 
layout and design of lifts have become aesthetically important to architects. 

When we think about lift technology, three aspects are important: 
maximum height it can operate, capacity and speed. 

The maximum vertical run that the traditional steel lifting cables can 
go is 500 m or 1640 ft. Above 500 m run, the weight of the cables be-
comes prohibitive for further enhancement of vertical run. Passengers have 
to transfer from one elevator to another in buildings of more than 500 m 
height. This is a serious limitation for the elevators in high rise buildings.

This design challenge is successfully tackled by Kone, Finnish elevator 
company, which has developed Ultra Rope, which is composed of a car-
bon fiber core, covered in a high-friction plastic coating and is more rib-
bon- or tape-like in form instead of having the same cross-sectional shape 
as cable to replace the steel cables. An individual elevator car is lifted and 
lowered by multiple reels of UltraRope, that run into a hoisting machine 
at the top of the shaft. This lightweight material twice stronger than steel 
enables elevators to travel up to one kilometer (3,281 ft) continuously. 
These cables do not require any lubrication and is less sensitive to building 
sway, increasing its reliability.

However, the total cost of installation of elevator with UltraRope is yet 
to be announced commercially. 

As skyscrapers continue to reach ever higher, elevators are required to 
carry more people further and faster. Elevators capable of carrying even 80 
people are available now, thanks to Mitsubishi. They have also successfully 
developed high speed elevators with a speed of 60km/h.
The salient features that Mitsubishi employs in their technology are:
•	 Regenerative braking employed in the converter that drives the motor, 

reducing the power consumption by 30%
•	 The clamp-type disk brakes are hydraulic driven
•	 Reduction in cable weight - encasing a wider diameter steel core in a 

lightweight sheath material
•	 Vibration from guide rails and strong wind is reduced by the use of a 

new active roller guide

Lift Technology 
Updates

Tech Line
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•	 The car cover is aerodynamically designed with extra sound proof ar-
rangement

•	 Fine ceramic material is used for safety gear shoes to provide high resist-
ance to heat, abrasion and shock and stability even when the safety gear 
is activated

•	 The effect of sudden changes in atmospheric pressure is minimized with 
air pressure control mechanism

[V S Prasannakumar]

Novel Way of  Testing Elevator Cables
Inspection of cables on bridges, elevators and cable cars are carried 

out by a device that clasps around the cable. The cable is exposed to a 
magnetic field and disruptions in the magnetic field indicate defects on 
account of strain, wearing or corrosion. Variations in the diameter of 
the cables limit the use of this device.

Fraunhofer Institute of Nondestructive Testing has developed a ro-
bot “FluxCrawler”, which can be used for cable of different diameters 
(4-20 cm) as it revolves around the cable rather than clasping.

Instead of clasping around a cable, the FluxCrawler revolves around 
the cable with a permanent magnet used to keep it from falling off. As 
well as keeping the robot attached to the cable, the u-shaped permanent 
magnet also provides the magnetization of the cable that is required for 
a magnetic flux leakage test. This test involves looking for magnetic 
field “leaks” from the steel cable that indicate defects. The magnet is 
also fixed with sensors to detect the leakage so that the defect and its 
exact angle are detected. The robot is about 70cm long and is controlled 
via Bluetooth by a computer and is battery powered. Graphical pres-
entation of the magnetic field along with highlighted spots indicating 
defects is provided.

The robot cannot test covered areas of the cable, which are tested 
with ultra sonic waves.

Commercialization of FluxCrawler is in progress.
Source: Fraunhofer

Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and 
the only way to be truly satisfied is to do what you 
believe is great work. And the only way to do great 

work is to love what you do.

- Steve Jobs
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A Quick Look
In this column we take a quick look at some books and articles in 

magazines which we consider noteworthy. As another item, we also give 
some expressions in English language which we come across during our 
journey through various publications of repute. The selection is based 
on brevity, simplicity and power of words in daily use (not requiring 
dictionary reference), style etc.

 Readers are also encouraged to send similar items to be included in 
future issues for the benefit of other readers. (ekl@knowledgelines.com) 

- Editorial Team

Classy  Express ions

•	 Even in an increasingly digital world, the Postal Service remains part of 
the bedrock infrastructure of U.S. economy, binding the nation together.

•	 This may seem like a roundabout way of stating the obvious: a diet 
including foods rich in vitamins and other antioxidants is more 
beneficial than the routine consumption of vitamin supplements.

•	 For dendrochronologists - scientists who analyze tree rings - each tree’s 
story can add up to a narrative about past climate.

•	 The conventional steps to boost the capacity of the world’s data 
networking infrastructure will only simply delay the inevitable: the 
collapse of the system. 

Ar t i c l e s

	 Luxury Cars - Dreams on Wheels
Jaguar Land Rover (owned by Tata group), Rolls-Royce ( BMW), and 

Bentley (Volkswagen), the luxury car makers, reported robust growth in 
2012. Three quarters of Rolls-Royces ever produced are still on roads. 
Some buyers consider owning a luxury car as a visiting card with which 
to impress potential business partners.
 Magazine: The Economist 20 April, 2013
	How Innovation could save the planet

Ideas may be our greatest natural resource, says computer scientist and 
futurist, Ramez Naam. He argues that the world’s most critical challenges 
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- including population growth, peak oil, climate change, and limits to 
growth - could be met by encouraging innovation.
 Magazine: THE FUTURIST March-April 2013

Books

 Salt Sugar Fat: How the Food Giants Hooked Us
 Author: Michael Moss
 Published by: Random House

Pulitzer Prize winning investigative journalist 
Michael Moss attempts to prove that packaged-
food manufacturers cunningly use sophisticated 
food science to make their foods irresistibly attrac-
tive. Supported by well-crafted marketing plans, 
they push their products by converting occasional 
customers into frequent buyers. 

 Fat Chance: The bitter truth about sugar
 Author: Dr Robert Lustig
 Published by: Hud son Street Press

To help us lose weight and recover our health, Dr 
Lustig presents personal strategies to readjust the key 
hormones that regulate hunger, reward, and stress and 
societal strategies to improve the health of the next 
generation.

World Prison Population
 Over 10 million people are held in prisons throughout the world 

- as pre-trial detainees/remand prisoners or as sentenced prisoners. The 
United States has the highest prison population rate in the world, 743 
per lakh of the national population. Other countries with largest prison 
population rate include Rwanda ( 595), Russia (568), Georgia (547), 
U.S. Virgin Islands (539), Seychelles (507), St Kitts & Nevis (495)....

 U.S. holds more than 2 million people in prisons, 25% of the world’s 
prison population, but with only 5% of the world population. They 
have locked up more people than any other country: a half million more 
than China, which has a population five times greater than Americas. 

[Sources: http://www.prisonstudies.org,  
http://www.prisonpolicy.org, http://www.idcr.org.uk]
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Alzheimer's Disease 
Iron Accumulation a Cause

Most researchers believe Alzheimer’s disease is caused by one of 
two proteins, one called tau, the other beta-amyloid. As we age, most 
scientists say, these proteins either disrupt signaling between neurons 
or simply kill them.

Now, research by Dr. George Bartzokis, professor of psychiatry 
at the Semel Institute for Neuroscience and Human Behavior at 
UCLA along with his colleagues suggests a third possible cause: iron 
accumulation in the brain cells.

While most Alzheimer's researchers focus on the buildup of tau 
or beta-amyloid that results in the signature plaques associated with 
the disease, Bartzokis has long argued that the breakdown begins 
much further "upstream." The destruction of myelin, the fatty tissue 
that coats nerve fibers in the brain, he says, disrupts communication 
between neurons and promotes the buildup of the plaques. These 
amyloid plaques in turn destroy more and more myelin, disrupting 
brain signaling and leading to cell death and the classic clinical signs 
of Alzheimer's.

Bartzokis says that circumstantial evidence has long supported the 
possibility that brain iron levels might be a risk factor for age-related diseases 
like Alzheimer's. Although iron is essential for cell function, too much of it can 
promote oxidative damage, to which the brain is especially vulnerable.

 [http://health.universityofcalifornia.edu]  
[VSP]

Road Toll
According to Road Transport Ministry of Govt. of India, the users 

of national highways in the country paid toll worth Rs 9,283 crores in 
financial year 2012-13, 30 per cent higher than previous year.

 Around 74 per cent of the income has been garnered by private 
road developers, such as Larsen & Toubro, IL&FS Transportation, Reli-
ance Infrastructure, IRB Infrastructure, Ashoka Buildcon, Sadbhav En-
gineering, Gammon and HCC, who acquired rights to widen the roads 
and collect toll.

As on June 2013, toll or user fee was collected from 13,900 km of 
national highways, which is 17 per cent of the total national highway 
network.

Health Line
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Books Scan

Al Gore, the former Vice President of U.S., is a glo-
bally acclaimed best selling author. In his recent book, 
The Future, Gore identifies six critical drivers in the 
decades to come which are likely to reshape our world.  
We now go through a period of revolutionary chan-
ges that has no precedent in history. With decades 
of experience on the front lines of global policy, Al 
Gore surveys our planet’s hazy horizon and offers a learned, and ultimately 
hopeful forecast with a visionary tradition.
• Ever-increasing economic globalization has led to the emergence of what 

he labels “Earth Inc.”-an integrated holistic entity with a new and diffe-
rent relationship to capital, labor, consumer markets, and national go-
vernments than in the past.

• The worldwide digital communications, Internet, and computer revo-
lutions have led to the emergence of “the Global Mind,” which links 
the thoughts and feelings of billions of people and connects intelligent 
machines, robots, ubiquitous sensors, and databases.

• The balance of global political, economic, and military power is shifting 
more profoundly than at any time in the last five hundred years-from a 
U.S.-centered system to one with multiple emerging centers of power, 
from nation-states to private actors, and from political systems to mar-
kets.

• A deeply flawed economic compass is leading us to unsustainable growth 
in consumption, pollution flows, and depletion of the planet’s strategic 
resources of topsoil, freshwater, and living species.

• Genomic, biotechnology, neuroscience, and life sciences revolutions are 
radically transforming the fields of medicine, agriculture, and molecular 
science-and are putting control of evolution in human hands.

• There has been a radical disruption of the relationship between human 
beings and the earth’s ecosystems, along with the beginning of a revo-
lutionary transformation of energy systems, agriculture, transportation, 
and construction worldwide.
From his earliest days in public life, Al Gore has been warning us of the 

promise and peril of emergent truths-no matter how “inconvenient” they 
may seem to be. In short, The Future is a map of the world to come, from a 
man who has looked ahead before and been proven all too right.

The Future - Six drivers of global change
Author: Al Gore
Published by: Random House 2013
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Insect-eating is common in many parts of the 
world, including North, Central and South Ame-
rica, Africa, Asia, Australia and New Zealand. 
While insect eating may be rare in developed 
countries, they remain a popular food in many developing regions like 
Latin America, Africa, Asia and Oceania.

Entomophagy (from Greek words éntomon, meaning 'insect', phagein, 
'to eat') is the consumption of insects as food, generally by the humans. 
As per FAO estimates, insects already form part of the traditional diets of 
at least 2 billion people, globally. Of the 1 million known insect species, 
around 1900 are consumed by humans. Some of the most consumed ins-
ects include beetles, caterpillars, bees, wasps, ants, grasshoppers, locusts 

Edible Insects: Future prospects for food and 
feed security
Authors: Arnold van Huis and Joost Van 
Itterbeeck et al. 
Published by: Food and Agricultural 
Organization (FAO) 2013

Contents:
1. Work: The World of Work in the 
New Global Economy
a. An Introduction to the Global Eco-
nomy
b. Outsourcing
c. Robosourcing
d. Automation in the Financial In-
dustry
e. The Redistribution of Wealth
2. Power: The Shifting of Power from 
Nation-States to Multinational Corpo-
rations
a. The Rising Power of Multinational 
Corporations
b. The Declining Power of the Uni-
ted States
3. The Internet: The Global Mind
a. The Rise of the Internet
b. The Internet of Things, and ‘Big 
Data’
c. Global Democracy
i. Overthrowing Dictatorial Regimes 

ii. Reforming Established 
Democracies
d. The Dangers of the Internet
4. Biotechnology
a. Biotechnology in Food Producti-
on: GMOs
b. Biotechnology in Medicine
5. Demographics and Natural Re-
source Depletion
a. Population Increase
b. Displacement of Peoples: Xeno-
phobia and Urban Stress
c. Environmental Stress
d. Techno-Optimism
e. Techno-Pessimism
f. The Solution: Reforming GDP
6. Climate Change
a. The Problem
b. The Effects: The Threat to Food 
and Freshwater Sources, and the Dis-
placement of Peoples
c. The Solution
7. Conclusion
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Journals Scan

Human beings are not built for speed. Our 
light, fragile frames can withstand most impacts 
with static objects at our running pace, but when 
our ancestors started travelling faster on horse-
back, some 5,500 years ago our injury risk in-
creased. Eventually the motor vehicle multiplied 
significantly the kinetic energies human bodies 
would have to absorb in road transport collisions. 
No wonder hundreds of thousands of vulnerable road users (VRUs) are 
killed or seriously injured every year. WHO reports that 22% of all road 
traffic deaths per annum are pedestrians. That's 270,000 people killed 
each year, making WHO to put pedestrians and cyclists on top of its list 
to protect.

Traffic Technology International
June/July 2013

and crickets. By 2050, over 9 billion people will need to be fed, along 
with the billions of animals raised for food and as pets. To feed such a 
mammoth population, current food production will need to almost dou-
ble. This may put heavy pressure on earth's limited resources. Land for 
cultivation is scarce, oceans are overfished and climate change and water 
scarcity could have profound implications on food production. This book 
discusses the potential of insects as a readily available source of nutritious 
and protein-rich food.

Insects are a highly nutritious and healthy food source, with high fat, 
protein, vitamin, fibre and mineral content: beef has an iron content of 6 
mg per 100 g of dry weight, compared to between 8 and 20 mg in locusts. 
Insects also emit fewer greenhouse gasses than cattle or pigs, require less 
land and water than cattle and pose less risk of transmitting infections. 
Insects also have a high feed conversion ratio: on average insects use 2 kg of 
feed to produce 1 kg of meat compared to cattle that require 8 kg for eve-
ry 1 kg of meat produced. Gathering, cultivation, processing and sale of 
insects could also provide important livelihood opportunities for people.

In short, the book stresses not just the nutritional value of insects, 
but also the benefits that insect farming could potentially have on the 
environment and on addressing the rapidly increasing demand for food 
worldwide.
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One of the major topics discussed in this 
issue of The Futurist is about some top things 
that could be gone from our lives by 2030.
Some samples:
•	Vanishing languages and the rise of Eng-

lish and Chinese
•	Disappearing public education
•	 Education abandoning the factory model
•	The end of religion and the rise of spirituality
•	The end of anonymity
•	Bad mood is history
•	 Future of computing is wearable
•	Car crashes disappearing by 2030
•	 End of jury trials
•	Disappearing doctors
•	Operating without surgeons
•	The end of the art of medical diagnostics

The Futurist
Forecasts, Trends, and Ideas about the Future
September/October 2013 

'We need to rethink the way we organize our transport systems to make 
walking safe and save pedestrian lives', says Dr Etienne Krug, Dept. of 
violence and injury prevention and disability, WHO.

This issue of Traffic Technology International discusses various meas-
ures to ensure human safety, with scientifically laid-out footpaths as the 
most important requirement. Other technology based design improve-
ments in transport infrastructure include shorter road crossing distances, 
medians, island refuges, countdown signals etc.
Highlights of Contents:
• Cloud Control: Cloud computing offers transportation authorities au-

tonomy, mobility, decision support and a standard development envi-
ronment for traffic management strategies.

• Highway Patrol: Methods to improve the way traffic incidents are han-
dled.

• Golden Gate Bridge of San Francisco goes to All-Electronic Tolling: 
Benefits are aplenty. 

• Safety Drive - WHO report: Speed limits of 50 km/hr in urban areas, 30 
km/hr in areas with lot of pedestrians and cyclists; Drunk driving, motor 
cycle helmets, seat belts, child restraints...

[Source:  EKL Knowledge Centre]
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Readers say
Dear Editor,

The Aug. 2013 Issue of EKL invited attention of readers on a topic 
of global concern - Road Accidents. It is truly tragic that every year 1.24 
million road traffic death occur worldwide of which about 60 percent lie 
in the age group of 15 - 44. 92% of the death unfortunately occurs in 
low and middle income countries which use only 53% of registered ve-
hicles. The discussion of this topic is appropriate when 2011-'20 is being  
observed as World Road Safety Decade by UN. 

Having lived abroad for two decades, the first thing that strikes you 
is the insensitivity of drivers and pedestrians and their arrogant behavior 
on Indian roads. Countries like UAE issue licence to a driver only after 
ascertaining his knowledge of road rules, signs and ensuring other 
essential qualities such as concentration, alertness, attitude, discipline, an-
ticipation, behaviour etc. People in India seem to have no clue on termi-
nologies such as, ‘Give way’, ‘yielding’, ‘priority’ etc. used in traffic context. 
Lane discipline is not in the dictionary of most drivers. There is no dearth 
for rules in our country, but its implementation is dismal. A total revamp of 
road safety strategy is needed to bring down road accidents. Road safety 
education should start in schools and should be continued aggressively 
through social organizations and media. Without a serious approach 
and deep commitment to achieve the infrastructural developments and  
behavioural corrections, we will remain spectators of bigger calamities in 
future.

[A. Suhair]

If you want to change the way 
people respond to you, change the 

way you respond to people.

- Timothy Leary

Highlights of other Contents:
•	A Radical Future for Nanotechnology
•	A Great Comeback: Bringing a species back from extinction
•	Disappearing forests? Actions to save the world trees

[Source:  EKL Knowledge Centre]
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The Last Word

“Pleasure in the job puts perfection in the work”.
- Aristotle
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